QuickCITE®: Spot Trends In Citing References (graphical representation)

Rarely are cases overruled totally. This grid illustrates how points of law within cases may continue to be cited across many jurisdictions.

A Focus on the cases you need by searching within Citing Cases by keyword.

B Get the big picture in a graphical grid – simply click on a tab to see the overview by court, jurisdiction or year.

C Filter Citing Cases to get vital cases faster. Use the interactive grid to refine your results by specific treatment, court, time frame or jurisdiction, and view those cases in the list view.

Access vital references in one step by clicking a grid box to move to those cases in the List view. Filter by analysis phrase, jurisdiction or year (e.g., click positive treatments in the Alberta Court of Appeal to view those cases in the List view).

D To view citing cases in List view, click the reset button to clear your filters.

E Sort the list of citing cases by date, court, signal or treatment.

F See how citing cases have been treated subsequently by viewing their QuickCITE signal indicators.